Abstract. Designed three visual psychological experiments to explore human ability on transformed texture discrimination and classical texture classification, and make some comparisons between human beings and computer algorithms. Some interesting results are obtained from these visual psychological experiments: (1) the invariance performance of sevral computer algorithms is appropriate to human beings; (2) texture is almost rotation invariant for human beings although single "b" and single "p" have significant different comprehension; (3) texture appearance depends on visual resolution. The biggest invariant scale of spatial scaling is roughly 2.3 times for human visual system at some fixed observation conditions; (4) some computer algorithms (such as MBF and Gabor) have achieved better performance than human beings under some restrictive conditions for fair comparison.
Introduction
With the continuous development of industrial technology, mechanical vision system, which is used to substitute or assist human visual system, is more and more produced and applied (such as scene detection, image retrieval and object recognition, etc.). Deeper understanding and analysis of human cognitive process has obviously improved the performance of mechanical cognitive system, therefore, our purpose of designing the visual psychology experiments is to compare and analyze human texture classification and computer texture classification algorithm, which, to some degree, can analyze and explain the practicality and rationality of machine algorithm.
Whether texture feature with rotational invariance can be quickly extracted by human visual system hasn't been verified by experiment yet, e.g., human visual system can quickly distinguish single letters of b and p, but whether it can quickly distinguish a group of randomly distributed b and a group of randomly distributed p? Therefore, three visual psychological experiments are designed to find out the range of spatial scaling in which human visual system can extract invariant texture feature. The first visual psychological experiment tests the ability of human visual system in recognition of rotational texture image; the second visual psychological experiment finds out the range of spatial scaling in which human visual system can extract the invariant texture feature; the third visual psychological experiment tests the ability of human visual system in recognition of ideal texture under certain restrictive conditions, in addition, comparative analysis is made between the experimental results and several computer texture analysis methods and whether computer algorithm can correctly recognize texture image rotating at any angle is measured from the aspect of visual psychology. In some way, it reflects from another angle the degree to which current research in computer texture analysis methods has reached.
Visual Psychological Experiment and Result Analysis

Testing object
On the premise that any test object has a normal visual system, 26 students majoring in computer, including 15 girls and 11 boys, are selected as the test objects. Samples of the texture images are shown to the test objects before the test so that they have a certain understanding of what is texture image.
Test data
The test data of all visual psychology experiments used in this paper is collected from standard FDTex texture data set and Brodatz test set. 50 pairs of texture images are selected respectively from the test samples of three experiments and 10 pairs of interference texture images are also selected to be used in the first and the second experiments. Figure 1 shows a number of interference texture images, whose role is similar to that of flour tablet in pharmacological experiment. Test data set i mainly selects regular and approximately regular texture images and the selected texture images randomly rotate by 5 angles, °1 , °30 , °60 , °120 and °200 (Figure 2 ). Test data set ii mainly selects relatively detailed texture images and all the selected texture images go through spatial scaling by 5 scales, 1, 4 3 , 3 , 4 27 and 3 ( Figure 3 ). To avoid relevant knowledge background recall and texture primitive cognition and to compare human ability in extracting texture features and computer texture analysis algorithm, when selecting test data set iii, try to select 25 pairs of same and 25 pairs of different and detailed but similar texture images to form a test set (Figure 4 ). In the test process, each texture image in three test data sets (pixel size 640 × 640) are divided into 16 blocks of sub-pixels in a seamless way (pixel size 160 × 160) and sub-images are numbered N1-N16 by sequence from top to bottom and from left to right. The each image has an even texture and the sizes of sub-images ensure that test objects can extract the texture image features within the whole image scope within a short time. Texture samples shown in experiments are selected randomly from 16 sub-images and the occurrence time of stimulation (i.e., test image) in experiments is set to 250ms. 
. Examples of Test Samples of Experiment of Human Eye Visual System
Recognition of Texture Class.
Computer methods compared in experiment
Five typical texture description methods universally recognized with good performance are selected for comparison in this paper, which are: gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), local binary pattern (LBP), Gabor filter texture description, statistical geometric features (SGF) and multiscale blob features (MBF). The parameter settings of these methods are:
(1) Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (co-occurrence matrix) [ (2) Local binary pattern (LBP) [2] . Here it is the improved local binary pattern used to contrast the experiment and the improved LBP operator:
U is the switching times between 0 and 1 in binary code string. Use a number of patterns with higher frequency of occurrences with total jump number of 0 and 1 not greater than 2 to describe texture image. Set parameters p = 24 and R = 3 according to experimental experience. Finally, use a 26-dimension histogram as the texture features for texture classification and retrieval.
(3) Gabor filter texture description [3] . Choose 2-dimention Gabor function and Fourier transform, design and capture the relevant feature primitives through four scales and six directions and put forward the second order statistic features responded by Gabor filter to describe textures. Therefore, a 48-dimension characteristic vector f is proposed to describe a gray-level texture (4) Statistical geometrical features (SGF) [4] . This method has a good texture recognition performance and is the representative of structure class texture description methods, so it is selected and used for experiment comparison. 63 binary images (isometric thresholds [5] are used in experiments. After normalization of feature space, euclidean distance is used to measure the difference between different gray-level texture images.
(5) Multiscale blob features (MBF). MBF method adopts multiscale analysis to decompose texture images in spatial scale and gray level at the same time. As for features after standardization, use principle component analysis (PCA [6] 
and analyze complicated texture structures contained in images. In addition, it has the features of gray-level invariance, rotational invariance and spatial scale equal proportion scaling insensitivity and is an ideal texture classification and retrieval method. The experiments also indicate that MBF has reached the recognition ability of human eye visual system.
Experimental process
All tests of the experiments are made through personal computers with screen display resolution of 1024×768. The distance between test objects and computer screens is about 50 centimeters. The center of the foreground of computer screen displays the test texture image pairs, therefore, the background is set as black to avoid intense interference. The display order of test images and the sub-images selected for test are random. It takes about 250ms each time for a test object to observe a pair of texture images and to make as correct reaction as possible under the relevant guidance, i.e., through computer keyboard number 1 (Yes) or 0 (No) to judge whether the test texture image pairs displayed belong to the same texture. test , a total of 50 pairs of texture images, are used in the experiment. During the process, test objects are allowed to take a break between every two small parts of test tasks. According to estimation, each small part needs the test time of about 3 minutes, and the three experiments need a total of 21 minutes to complete.
Count the number of texture pairs correctly classified in each experiment and set up data sheet for each test object. Make statistical analysis of the experimental results of all test objects as the average value and compare it with the corresponding performance of computer texture analysis algorithm. Through test data in experiment, test whether human visual system can abstract texture features with rotational invariance and estimate the spatial scaling range in which human visual system is insensitive to texture image variance.
The results of three visual psychological experiments are respectively shown in Figure 5 , Figure  6 and Figure 7 .
Experimental analysis
(1) The data results in Figure 5 indicates that the test design of the first visual psychological experiment is for the ability of human visual system in recognition of rotational texture image without considering the inherent error in experiment and to obtain the data supporting that human visual system basically can abstract texture features with rotational invariance. Comparing with previous computer algorithm experimental data, multiscale blob features, local binary pattern and statistical geometric features are found consistent with human visual system on the issue. In addition, wrong recognition rates in the images, seeing from five different perspectives, are evenly distributed, indicating that texture rotational angles are irrelevant to the extraction and classification of texture features by human visual system. Obviously, when a primitive form a texture image according to a certain distribution and goes through rotation transformation, due to the distinctiveness of texture image, the insensibility of human visual system to the features of the varying texture is much lower than the insensibility to feature variance after rotational transformation of the separate primitive and texture image after rotation is basically regarded as the same class of texture with the original image.
In this rotational invariance visual psychological experiment, in order to make the original texture image seems obviously different from the texture image after rotation when texture image rotates, texture images with regular or approximately regular primitive distribution is intentionally selected for test data. The experimental results show that human visual system can still extract texture features with rotational invariance even in such case. If texture image primitive randomly distributed is selected, when the image rotates, the original texture image seems not very different from the texture image after rotation. Without doubt, the error recognition rate of human visual system, in such case, will be lower.
(2) The purpose of the second visual psychological experiment is to find out the special scaling range in which human can extract invariant texture features. The results in Figure 6 show that, under given external conditions in experiment, human visual system is not sensitive to texture image spatial scaling within the range of 1~4 27 times. To analyze the experimental data, assuming that when a certain spatial scale transforms, more than 5 pairs of texture image have error out of 10 pairs of texture images recognized by human visual system, which confirms that human visual system extracted different texture features of the texture image after the spatial scale transforms and that the spatial scaling exceeds the range in which invariance texture features can be extracted. In addition, if the spatial scaling keeps increasing, error recognition rate basically increases linearly, concluding that when the spatial scaling Scale = 1.4, the error recognition rate of human visual system is about 25% (inherent error of experiment is 7.75%). In this part of experiment, to avoid relevant knowledge background cognition and due to the setting of short distance between experimental apparatus and testers, texture images mainly with more detailed texture primitives are selected as the test samples.
(3) In the third visual psychology experiment, to ensure relatively fair comparison between human visual system and computer texture analysis algorithm, the experiment adjusted the classification performance testing process of computer algorithm: first, extract the texture features of all texture image pairs in the same test set by each computer texture analysis algorithm and get the similarity of all test pairs; second, determine the similarity threshold -opt S of each computer algorithm according to the principle of maximum correct recognition rate; finally, use the similarity threshold opt S in the intrinsic error estimation experiment part in 2 test and 3 test as the judging threshold to obtain two inherent errors of the algorithm as the two inherent errors for referencing to the final recognition performance of human visual system and computer texture analysis method. The experimental results in Figure 7 show that the correct recognition rate of human visual system to texture is 70% or so. Under the same conditions, many computer texture analysis algorithms can reach or even exceed the texture recognition classification function of human visual system. Gabor filter method and multiscale blob texture features method obtained the correct recognition rates of 84% and 78%; statistical geometric features method and co-occurrence matrix method obtained the correct recognition rate of 70%. It is important to note that the observation time of human visual system of texture image in this experiment is set to 250ms, while relevant knowledge background recall and texture primitive recognition of human visual system is restricted to a great extent, but these two processes played significant roles in texture recognition of human visual system. 
Conclusions
For human visual system, when single letters like "b" and "p" with obvious cognitive difference randomly form texture image according to arrangement rules, human visual system judges them as the same texture and has a rotational invariance in texture recognition; under certain given observation conditions, for human eye visual system, the scaling range of texture feature in which the spatial scaling is invariant is about 2.3 times, and visual resolution determines the texture features shown on object surfaces; if the spatial scaling range is controlled within 0.8 to 1.4 times, texture images varying within this scaling range are regarded basically the same when human visual system is making classification; under certain given observation conditions, the performances of some computer texture classification algorithms, such as Gabor filter method and multi-scale texture blob features etc. have been able to reach or even go beyond the texture recognition ability of human visual system.
